
To  insure  that  your  case  is  trimmed  to  exactly  the
proper length, it is necessary to size the cases before
your trimming operation.  All  the holders  for  use with
this case trimmer are designed to function properly on
cases that have been reformed to minimum chamber
specifications. All cases that have been full length sized
in CH sizing dies will  fit perfectly into the holders for
this tool. Case Trimmer shell holders are available for
all calibers that can fit on a 7/8"-14 die body.

There are many shell cases that have the same body
dimensions, and for this reason, we have grouped them
by dimension instead of caliber. For a complete listing,
search our Caliber List on our website.

OPERATING  INSTRUCTIONS:  Secure  your  case
trimmer  to  your  bench  with  the  two  wood  screws
provided with the trimmer, with the handle projecting
over the edge of the bench. An alternate method is to
secure your CH Trimmer to a short piece of 2x4, which
can  be  either  C  clamped  to  the  bench  or  used  in  a
bench vise. This makes for a highly portable unit. insert
your shell case into the shell holder, in the end where
the caliber is marked, and tap lightly on the base of the
case. This locks the case into position. Tighten the lock
nut on the rear of the tool, using only finger pressure to
secure it into position. Slide the clamp into position and
tighten the knurled clamp screw to lock the holder into
place. A few turns of the cutter are all that is necessary
to trim the brass to proper length. It is only necessary
to turn the knurled knob one-half of a turn to loosen the
clamp and slide it out of position. Do not remove this
clamp from the tool each time a case is trimmed. After
loosening the clamp, position it over the bearing at the
head of the tool or at the locking nut at the base of the
tool. This insures fast and easy operation of the tool.
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Dwg No Description
1 Stop Nut
2 Stop Holder
3 Stop Screw
4 Case Holder
5 U Clamp
6 U Clamp Screw
7 Cutter Holder
8 Cutter
9 Handle Link
10 Knob Nut
11 Knob Washer
12 Knob
13 Knob Screw
14 Handle Screw
15 Base
16 Base Screws


